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Eleni Zotou is a sole proprietor or “one-woman business”, an organic
farmer of olive oil trees, and owner/producer of the Golden Tree brand
of olive oil products. Golden Tree was created with the vision of selling
agricultural products directly from the producer to the consumer. Our
olive products and by-products are produced responsibly with the
observance of all the required health and safety procedures, while the
distribution of our products is carried out without intermediate
suppliers, as much as possible.

ELENI ZOTOU
GOLDEN TREE

Kalives, Chalkidiki, Greece
info@goldentree.eu
www.goldentree.eu
goldentreepdobioorganicoliveoilKalyvesChalkidikis

The idea came from the huge quantity of the produced fruits in the area
of the business and they are processed to products that are closely
linked to the local tradition. The aim is to produce natural, tasty and
aromatic jams with or without sugar, desserts, dried fruits and sugarfree pestil based on the traditional way of preparation.
Tip: nothing is as easy as it seems, and it takes perseverance and
patience to achieve the goals!
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Yiam flavor lab creates meals using the best available ingredients and
we always try for a new taste based on classic Greek recipes.
We prepare cooked meals ready to eat after just reheating. They
contain no preservatives and can be consumed within 3 months, if
refrigerated, and within 3 days after opening. Yiam flavor lab has been
preparing many traditional and novel recipes and preserving them in
jars that travel over the world and our fans have made it a priority to
brighten their life with the best quality in prepared meals.
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